SET PLANNING

Every student MUST choose an English & Maths subject.

UNIVERSITY

- **OP SCORE**
  - Choose at least 5 Authority subjects including
    - English
    - a Maths
    - QCS test

- **SELECTION RANK**
  - Choose 6 subjects (Authority &/or Authority Reg &/or VET) including English and a Maths + QCS test
    - *or*
    - Certificate III + English & a Maths + 2/3 subjects +QCS test (optional)

WORKFORCE

- **EMPLOYMENT**
  - Choose 6 subjects
    - English Communication
    - Maths A or Prevocational Maths
    - 4 other subjects (mainly Authority Registered & VET)

- **TRAINING**
  - Choose 5 subjects
    - English Communication
    - Maths A or Prevocational Maths
    - 3 other subjects (mainly Authority Registered & VET)
    - Certificate III or SBA/T